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16th August 2020 

to chop down a tree, first spend time to sharpen the axe

KINETIC RAW MATERIALS CONSULTING 

P.O. Box 2213 

Bendigo DC    3554 

AUSTRALIA 

T  +61 421 492 614  

emerging materials, expanding markets

SITE VISIT: RED ROCK AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd are holders of various Exploration Licence Applications in Victoria, Australia, considered prospective for 

gold mineralization.  A site inspection of the Exploration Licence Applications was completed by Mark Saxon (B.Sc. (Hons), FAusIMM, 

MAIG) on 7th and 15th of August, 2020 in the company of Mr David Sharp. 

The Exploration Licences cover an extensive and geographically diverse area with varying access quality, depending on proximity to 

habitation, agriculture and forestry.  All tenements can be accessed to a large extent with two or occasionally four-wheel drive vehicles, 

with extensive road networks that relate to historic mining or more recent commercial or recreational activities.  It would be unusual 

to be more than 1km from a primary or secondary road across the entire tenement area, and in the most prospective locations driving 

access to site is anticipated. 

The visit was required for the purposes of inspection, ground truthing, procedural review and information data collection and collation. 

The general conditions of Exploration Licence access was observed, and the siting of some historical mine and exploration working 

locations was observed.  

The site inspection was designed to visit key locations within each Exploration Licence application area.  In all cases evidence of past 

mining activity was clearly visible in the location anticipated from GSV records.  As many of the relevant sites visited now lie upon 

private land, close inspection was generally not possible.    



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007285 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Rose Hill Rd                 7th August 2020 

-37.5061249 

143.8481015   

Two significant pale clayey dumps from historic deep lead mining.  Close to hobby-farm style housing and light industrial use land on northern 

fringe of Ballarat.  Simple walking and driving access, subject to landholder approvals. 

  

 

 

  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007281 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Vaggs Rd                 7th August 2020 

37.6316688  

143.778496   

One significant pale clayey dump from historic deep lead mining.  Close to hobby-farm style housing.  Simple walking and driving access, subject 

to landholder approvals. 

  

 

 

 

  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007281 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Singers Lane                 7th August 2020 

-37.6316688; 143.778496   

Access limited by are used for quarrying with exclusive access.  Small line of workings associated with timbered area in alluvial or lead.  Simple 

walking and driving access, subject to landholder approvals. 

  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007271 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Brennans Road             7th August 2020 

-37.6787339 

143.8995946   

Exposure of small mines in bedrock along ridge line in light forest.  Rural-residental properties in area, but not on trend of past workings.  Easy 

walking access, minor challenge with topography and heavy timber in some parts of licence.  Evidence of costean from past exploration. 

  

 

 



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007271 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Hall Road               7th August 2020 

-37.7407287  

143.9120622   

Locality in pine plantation.  Heavily modified landscape, however line of small historic workings in bedrock visible.  Easy driving and walking 

access, good road network from forestry activities. Well away from housing and farming. 

  

 

 
  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007282 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Heatherbell Rd                7th August 2020 

-37.6945974  

144.0625367   

Regular historic alluvial workings in modern drainage.  Evidence of recent gold prospector activity.  Depth to bedrock estimated to be +5m.  

Regular small rough roads, more heavily timbered than other locations.  Vehicle access more restricted.  Well away from housing and farming. 

  

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007282 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Mt Doran                   7th August 2020 

-37.7114353  

144.0474342   

Small workings into bedrock, with regular quartz float around pits.  Relatively heavily timbered, but good network of small tracks. 

  

 

 

 

  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007330 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Ajax Mine                   7th August 2020 

-37.3319443  

144.1371484   

Access to site limited by refuse site for town of Daylesford.  Ajax a very substantial former mine, landscape now heavily altered.  Evidence of 

mine or processing buildings still visible.   

  

 

 
 

  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007330 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Yandoit                   7th August 2020 

-37.2190267 

144.0877988   

Small working in bedrock adjacent to secondary road access.  Moderate access on this part of EL but timber and steeper in other sections. 

  

 

 
 

  



 

 

Exploration Licence Application 007329 

Red Rock Australia Pty Ltd 

 

Locality Name: Willowmavin                   15th August 2020 

-37.2720969 

144.8668786   

Private land limited access, however evidence of historic small scale mining activity.  Local farming property named “Bourkes Reef” after small 

workings.  Broad farming land use with small block farmers and race horse training. 
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The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 54

SCALE
1:100,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

BALLARAT (7622)

The Licence does not include Crown land other than
roads and road reserves.

Area in Grats

Total    134

NET      133



The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 54

SCALE
1:100,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

BALLARAT (7622)

Area in Grats

Total    74

NET      74



The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 55

SCALE
1:250,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

CASTLEMAINE (7723)
CRESWICK (7623)

BACCHUS MARSH (7722)

BALLARAT (7622)

The Licence does not include Crown land other than
roads and road reserves.

Area in Grats

Total    499

NET      499



The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 54

SCALE
1:50,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

BALLARAT (7622)

The Licence does not include Crown land other than
roads and road reserves.

Area in Grats

Total    8

NET      8



The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 55

SCALE
1:250,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

WOODEND (7823)

The Licence does not include Crown land other than
roads and road reserves.

Area in Grats

Total    486

NET      486



The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 55

SCALE
1:250,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

CASTLEMAINE (7723)

Area in Grats

Total    202

NET      202



The accuracy of the location of the land status areas may vary according to the scale and
mapping accuracy. Areas of private land within Crown Land may not be shown. The precise
locations should be verified with Crown Land & Assets if access to the land is proposed.

Where the Licence Application abuts unavailable land, the Licence
boundary is defined by the boundary of the Unavailable Land. Discrepancies on this
plan between the boundaries may be due to scale and mapping inaccuracy.

GDA94
MGA

ZONE 55

SCALE
1:25,000

1:100 000
Mapsheets

CASTLEMAINE (7723)

Area in Grats

Total    4

NET      4
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